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Asset Management Corporation
of Nigeria (AMCON):
How Undue Interference Hinders AMCON Debt Recovery
Prof. Chris Onalo, founding Registrar/Chief Executive, Institute of Credit Administration (ICA) owes the view and very strongly too
that but for the interference of the various tiers of government, the Asset Management Corporation of Nigeria (AMCON) has what
it takes to fully recover its debts. He spoke with Ibrahim Apekhade Yusuf. Excerpts:

A

MCON management has
hinted of plans to sell its
over N5 trillion debt stock
owed by a few Nigerians to the
taxpayers, a development
analysts find alarming. Do you
share this sentiment?
Well, one can understand the
frustration faced by AMCON. Here you
have got the enabling instrument to fast

spurious circumstances and failing to
pay back the money spells doom for the
economy. Staggering as the amount is,
it will definitely impact negatively on
Nigerians. To that extent, the comment
by the CEO of AMCON, in respect of
which you are seeking my comment,
the Institute of Credit Administration
(ICA), believes that AMCON is legally
able to recover the debts. If AMCON
now say it is not able to collect the

“

No economy works
this way – how can
we claim to be
committed to
building a strong
economy that's
friendly to global
investors, and from
another direction
we kill the same
economy.

”

how can we claim to be committed to
building a strong economy that's
friendly to global investors, and from
another direction we kill the same
economy. The culture of corruption
godfatherism should stop. Top level
government officials should stop
providing cover for those who have put
the banking system in this mess.
track the debt recovery operation, for
which AMCON law was enacted. But it
seems to be failing. AMCON faces a
massive frustration. In the new
thinking, perhaps, the management of
AMCON is trying to come up with a
suggestion that the N5 trillion a few
Nigerians are indebted to through
borrowing from banks covered by the
AMCON's operations should be
recovered from all Nigerians. I strongly
feel what the management of AMCON
meant is that, in one way or the other,
Nigerians generally will suffer for the
sins that a few privileged people have
committed - the sin of borrowing
money from commercial banks under

debts, then it shows that there are
circumstances it cannot surmount
within its operating environment in the
country. We would like to suggest way
out as an institute:

The judiciary should stop playing
hide and seek game on this matter.

First and foremost, ICA is positing that
the powers that be, should back out of
weakening the process of recovering
the debts. AMCON should be left alone
to do its job, for which the law has
mandated it to do.
Nobody should provide cover to
those few corporate institutions and
private individuals who borrowed
money from the banks with or without
intention to pay back those loan
facilities. No economy works this way –

Mrs Zainab Ahmed
Finance Minister, Nigeria
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providing cover for high
profile debtors. There
shouldn't be a hiding place
for chronic debtors.

How would you assess
the role of the CBN in
the debt recovery
process thus far?
The CBN is in a way
culpable for not being able
to institute a robust and
transparent supervisions
on the banks. Appropriate
supervision instruments
that deliver sanctions in
Mr. Ahmed Kuru, MD, AMCON
cases of breach would have
done
the trick. Going to
They should stop entertaining the delay
the
origin
of
those
debts,
where was the
tactics of those debtors. The judicial
CBN when banks were giving out loans
system is not encouraging the growth
under spurious circumstances? Was the
and development of Nigeria's economy.
CBN
not supervising them at that time?
And it looks like the Judicial authority is
These
are the questions.
behaving like it is not a part of
As
an Institute, we will maintain
government. Judicial authorities should
continued
advocacy for good credit
also realise that their children and they
management
practice in Nigeria. This is
themselves have limited time to live on
because
if
an
organization
or Institution
earth. Therefore, they should do nothing
grants
credit
to
its
customers
or takes
to mess up the future generations of the
country. How genuinely does it profit any credit from its own suppliers of goods or
services in the normal course of business
person if he or she sacrifices national

“

The judicial system is not encouraging
the growth and development of Nigeria's
economy. And it looks like the Judicial
authority is behaving like it is not a part
of government.

”

interest of our economy for personal
gains? Criminal conducts and activities
must be met with the full weight of the
law. The judicial system should not create
any avenue for people to escape or
prolong the process to obtain justice. It is
typical of debtors, whether individual or
corporate debtors to find a way to
frustrate the efforts of creditors to
recover their money from them. We have
seen a situation where rather than the
debtor being chased by the creditor to
recover the money; the debtor now
begins to chase the creditor away from
asking for his money. That is an
aberration. No economy or system
survives under that ridiculous situations.
The judges, lawyers, should stop

As you are aware, the banks
usually carry out due diligence
checks before loans are issued. Do
you think this protocol is being
breached?
Some of these high profile debtors,
because they planned to take the money
and never to repay, avoided submission
of required documents at the initial stage
of loan processing, to evidence
commitment that would stand as proof
of indebtedness. In some cases, there
were no proper disclosures. Just by mere
political intervention, some of them got
large chunks of loans from the banks. It is
quite unfortunate that we are facing this
kind of challenge today.
In a credit based economy, there are
operating infrastructure or system that
must be put in place to strengthen and
protect credit market, leading to the
formation of a national character that is
based on integrity and trust.
Commitment to obligation is always
sacrosanct because if you fail to honour
that obligation or keep to that
commitment, you put your reputation
and integrity at risk - they will go down.
And so, the management in AMCON
should make it possible for AMCON to
collaborate with competence building
institutions like the ICA, the judiciary, the
legislature, etc., to deliver a seamless,
healthy credit economy for this country.
Without extending loan facilities, trade
credit facilities, consumer credit facilities
to the citizenry, the economy can never
be any better.

for which payments are made later, the
personnel of such organization or
Institution ought to be, and should be
members of this national body for credit
management.
Credit Management is a modern
upper class profession for everyone, in
that, credit economy affects everyone –
be it financial credit, trade credit,
consumer credit, political credit, or
international sovereign credit, among
others.
Taking bank loan in the morning and
failing to pay back in the evening is the
quickest way to hurt the economy.
Prof. Chris Onalo,FICA
Registrar/CEO, ICA
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Andy Ojei Presides Over
Institute of Credit Administration
nd
2 New Members Webinar Induction.

Andy Ojei

T

he Webinar to induct new
members of the Institute held on
Tuesday 28th July, 2020 at
12:30pm on the Zoom platform. The
July Edition of the Induction was the 2nd
in Series of the Institute's Membership
Induction through Webinar occasioned
by the COVID-19 induced new way of
doing things-known as, “THE NEW
NORMAL”
The virtual meeting started with Dr.
Edwin Idegwu, the Chief Operating
Officer of the Institute of Credit
Administration welcoming all the
Inductees, members of staff of the
Institute and Members of the Institute's
Governing Council. The Inductees were
asked to introduce themselves by
mentioning their full name,
membership category, organization and
current position in less than one
minute.
Dr. Edwin Idegwu introduced the
Registrar /CEO, Prof. Chris Onalo to all
the participants of the Webinar. Prof.
Chris Onalo gave the opening remark in
which he welcomed the Institute's VicePresident - Mr Andy Ojei, FICA and

Council Members. Mr Andy
Ojei, FICA, presided over the
Webinar Members
Induction. He remarked in
his opening address: “This is
a very unique moment not
only in our lives, but the
world in general, and I
commend the revolutionary
initiatives put together to
ensure that this Webinar
Membership Induction takes
place today in spite of the
challenges posed by the
novel Coronavirus (COVID19).
As a matter of fact, this
looks more innovative when
compared with our normal
physical induction
ceremony. But while not
disputing the obvious
advantages of the normal
way of conducting our
Induction, I want to commend the “new
normal” way, and on that note, I would
like to thank and commend the
Management of our prestigious
Institute of Credit Administration for
this great work; and hope that this
would not limit the significant progress
the Institute has been making especially
in recent times.

“

credit management skills and
knowledge.
I say this because having had the
privilege of being the Vice-President of
this national body four years, I have
come to know that credit is too vast and
wide – that in itself makes Credit
Management the mother of all other
professions. So, as you are being
inducted today, I believe you will not
forget to enrol yourself for the ICA
Memberships' Mandatory Credit
Management Academic Improvement
Programme (MCMAIP) which has
already been communicated to you. The
take-off of this programme is August 8,
2020, and totally 100% online.
On completion of that programme, your
academic capacity in Credit
Management would become more
extensive; and would also notice that
your intellectualism becomes well open
in the matters of credit management
anywhere in the world”.
Let me not bore you as we are
having time constraint, so, once again, I
welcome you all to this unique online
Induction.
The Professional Oath of Allegiance
of the Institute was administered by the
Institute's Lawyer, Barr. Diane Okoko
after which the Vote of Thanks was said
by the Registrar at which he encouraged

Gaining direct membership is not the
ultimate though; there is therefore need for
professional enrolment on your own part to
further sharpen your credit management
skills and knowledge.

I welcome all of you, who will be
inducted as Fellow, Member or
Associate today. As you become
officially known as Credit Professionals,
you know what the requirements and
ethical issues this would bring to your
jobs. Gaining direct membership is not
the ultimate though; there is therefore
need for professional enrolment on
your own part to further sharpen your

”

the inductees to be a part of the
mandatory six (6) months training and
to also cultivate an active reading life.
The Webinar was formal closed by
the Institute's Vice President and Vice
Chairman of Council Mr Andy Ojei, FICA
after which, Prof. Onalo, thanks
everyone for their time and bid them
goodbye.
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I AM EXCITED AT MCMAIP
SATURDAY LECTURES
-Prof. Chris Onalo,FICA,

I

nitially it was seen as an imposition.
Some criticized it through phone
calls and emails, alleging/claiming
that they are already well grounded in
whatever the programme syllabus
covers. Being very reluctant, and with
persistence from the PSCFM, we are
excited about the level of participation
in the programme by members of the
institute. Even those who tauntingly
gave it a very detrimental criticism but
later gave it a trial are saying, “I am
sorry for the initial wrong idea I got
about MCMAIP. I didn't know it's this
rewarding”.
Most people also complained of
time; time is what it is - it waits for no
one. You have to plan yourself in such a
way that you can steal time from time.
After all, you take the MCMAIP lecture
right away from the comfort of your
room or office. We encourage all our
Institute members to totally embrace
the culture of learning through reading
and enrolment for academic and
professional development programmes.
In doing so, you are building yourself for
confidence leadership, become more
vocal and pace-setting, thus setting
yourself apart from others.
Such is life; when a new thing is
becoming prominent or emerging; it is
assimilated or absorbed differently.
Now we can see that it is rather a
landmark decision made by those
participating in this novel, creative and
visionary programme, designed for all
Fellows, Members and Associates of our
Institute - third largest credit
management professional body in the
world after the USA and UK. As a
mandatory academic improvement six
months taught programme in credit
management and financial analysis,
running 100% online, after this
programme you would have been well
equipped to go anywhere in the world,
if you want to go for greener pastures.

“

As a mandatory
academic
improvement six
months taught
programme in
credit
management
and financial
analysis, running
100% online,
after this
programme you
would have been
well equipped to
go anywhere in
the world, if you
want to go for
greener
pastures.

”

What is more exciting is the quality
of learning delivery; the tutors are
sound, full of experience and exposure
in the curriculum that they
administered to the participating ICA
members.
As an educationist, I subscribe fully
to the adage of the American Institute
of Management which says, “Learning
never ends”. No matter how learned
one is, there is continuity. More so, in
the field of credit management, the
more you give yourself to learning, the
more effective, versatile and pragmatic
you become both in managing credit,

Chris Onalo

controlling finance, handling personal
business and the business of other
people by using great entrepreneurial
approach. The reason being that trust,
confidence and integrity are critical
traits required to succeed in any human
enterprise.
If you have not yet commence your
study with ICA/PSCFM's MCMAIP, I urge
you to reach out to our MCMAIP lady,
Miss Tosin on this number
09014719570 and conclude on your
participation accordingly. Join the next
stream now!
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Credit Management Ethical Pledge (CMEP)
You hold a professional quali ication (credit management) that judges character,
assesses reputation and integrity of businesses and the personalities behind them
with a view to extending/granting or refusing credit.
Likewise, a credit customer is an attribute essentially ascribed to an individual or
corporate organization whose personality and lifestyle has compelling
characteristics of integrity, honesty, trust and reliability demonstrated in business
and personal dealings with other people, organizations and communities. A credit
customer is profoundly reputed for unalloyed respect for own words, accountable to
honour promises and obligations.
In ful illing your professional duties, credit management professionals pledge to
conduct their duties within the constraints of law and to not maliciously injure the
reputation of others. Further, credit management professionals pledge themselves to
the highest professional standards and principles, and to guarding and securing in
con idence, information obtained for the sole purpose of analyzing and extending
business to business credit, consumer credit, inancial credit, government to business
credit, business to government credit, and social micro credit by government to
citizens for economic empowerment.
Therefore, credit management professionals pledge to:
CMEP 1 Adhere to the highest standards of integrity, trust, fairness and personal
and professional behaviour in all credit business dealings.
CMEP 2 Negotiate verbal or written credit agree agreements, contracts,
assignments and/or transfers with honesty, fairness and due diligence to
and for the bene it of all parties.
CMEP 3 Render reasonable assistance, cooperating with impartiality and
without bias or prejudice, to debtors, third parties and other credit
professionals.
CMEP 4 Exchange appropriate, historical and current factual information to
support the process of independent and professional credit approval or
denial decisioning.
CMEP 5 Exercise due diligence as required to prevent unlawful or improper
disclosure to third parties.
CMEP 6 Disclose any potential con lict in all credit business dealings.
Further, credit management professionals acknowledge the importance of and shall
promote the bene its of continued improvement of their knowledge, skills and
expertise in all spheres of credit management. The pursuit of knowledge will support
the strategic advancement of the credit management functions, as it leads businesses
to pro itability and growth. You are to totally abide.
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Courtesy Interaction Through Webinar
With Olatunji Akinwunmi,FICA
Executive General Manager (Deep Water Geosciences and Planning/Chief Geoscientist), Total E & P

with the directives of the
Institute Governing Council
by the Registrar/Chief
Executive Officer of the
Institute.
In the meeting which
lasted for about 30mins, the
Registrar of the Institute
highlighted the issues such

“

out for itself to achieve for the country.
He promised to support the Institute in
any way possible. He further sort
clarification about the commitment of
the Institute to corporate governance in
light of laws that required certain level
of corporate executives to have their
integrity attested to via professional
bodies that they belong.

He expressed satisfaction with the
mandate that the Institute has set
out for itself to achieve for the
country. He promised to support the
Institute in any way possible

”

Olatunji Akinwunmi

O

n the 15th June, 2020 in
Lagos, Mr Olatunji
Akinwunmi, FICA, Executive
General Manager (Deep Water
Geosciences and Planning/Chief
Geoscientist), Total E & P, had a very
exciting webinar meeting with the
Registrar/CEO, Institute of Credit
Administration, Prof. Chris Onalo. The
meeting was a familiarization with
both sides; given that is a Fellow of
the Institute and needed to be briefed
on the activities of the Institute in line

as what the Institute stands
out to achieve, reviewed the scope of
a typical credit based economy, and
constitution of the Institute Board of
Fellows which comes up very soon,
among others.
Responding, Mr Olatunji Akinwunmi,
one of the brilliant Executive General
Managers of Total E&P noted that
the Institute of Credit Administration
is indeed a professional body that
anyone would like to join. He
expressed satisfaction with the
mandate that the Institute has set

Prof. Chris Onalo made the
clarification to the effect that very soon,
the Institute will have the ascent of Mr
President to its Charter Bill so that such
situation, when arise will be easily
attended to in accordance with the law.
The interaction through webinar had Dr.
Edwin Idegwu, Chief Operating Officer of
the Institute of Credit Administration
and Mr. Stanley Abiaka, Head, Accounts
& Finance Administration of the Institute
of Credit Administration in attendance.

Our Social Media Handles
ICA’s Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, are your brightest sources of news, information and events about
happenings and experiences in credit granting and managing businesses, harnessing career in credit management and
professional certification programmes. Follow us:
Twitter @official_pscfm
Twitter @icanigeria
Instagram - PSCFM_NIG
Facebook - The Postgraduate School of Credit and Financial Management
Facebook - Institute of Credit Administration
Linkedin - Institute of Credit Administration
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OF THE MONTH

Webinar Courtesy Familiarization
With Gbenga Omolokun, FICA
Executive Director/COO, VFD Group

“

A credit economy is a
replacement of a cash economy.
A credit economy is one that
propels the culture of integrity
and trust.

”

Gbenga Omolokun

T

he virtual meeting commenced
at exactly 10.31am on
Wednesday, 5th August 2020
with Prof Chris Onalo welcoming and
congratulating Gbenga Omolokun for
being a Fellow of our great Institute.
Prof Chris, the Institute's founding
Registrar /CEO explained that the
meeting was in line with the Institute's
Council Policy on working closely with
its fellows to the effect that the
Registrar of the Institute would pay
visit to personalities that joined the
institute in recent time as Fellow. This
is essentially an opportunity to share

brief on the Institute activities.
In the Virtual meeting which lasted
for about 28 minutes, the Registrar
/CEO of the Institute highlighted issues
such as the Institute objectives, review
of a typical credit based economy, and
forthcoming constitution of the
Institute's Board of Fellows (BOF).
Prof. Onalo went on to extensively
talk about how the importance of a
credit economy results to the creation
of more jobs and wealth than any other.
The Institute exist to moderate the
business granting or taking credit in the
Country. A credit economy is a
replacement of a cash economy. A

credit economy is one that propels the
culture of integrity and trust.
In response, Gbenga Omolokun,
FICA, was delighted to be chosen for the
Courtesy Interaction Webinar of the ICA
as it brings the relationship between the
members and the Institute closer. He
was glad that a platform like this is
created to enable members ask
questions; and understand how best to
participate as a member in the activities
of the Institute. He went further to ask
what was expected of him with regards
to participation as a member of the
Institute. Having provided the answers,
Mr Gbenga Omolokun, FICA, pledged to
oblige the Institute the very support it
has asked for including training, advert
placement and membership referral
drive with his organisation, and
excitedly announced that he looks
forward to participating as an
ambassador of the institute.
Prof. Onalo ended the virtual
meeting by appreciating him for his
time. In attendance were, Dr. Edwin
Idegwu-Chief Operating Officer, Mrs Raji
Adijat- Group Coordinating Executive
Assistant, Mrs. Uzo Adinkwuye- Head,
Compliance and Credit Analyst Officer,
Miss Yemisi Ojewuyi-Head, Account,
Finance and Administration, and Miss
Mbanusi Mirian-Executive Personal
Assistant to the CEO.
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OF THE MONTH

Courtesy Interaction Webinar
With Engr. Owoyemi Alaba, FICA
Group Executive Director, Century Group
Proceedings:

Owoyemi Alaba

T

he Meeting with Prof. Chris Onalo
FICA, Registrar/CEO of Institute of
Credit Administration and Engr.
Owoyemi Alaba, FICA, Group Executive
Director of Century Groups was duly
called and held on Thursday, 23rd July
2020.

Meeting Purpose:
Courtesy Visit to New Fellows (ICA)

Meeting Topic:
Familiarization of institute of Credit
Administration (ICA)
Date: Wednesday, 20th May 2020
Time: 12 pm

“

the Registrar of the
Institute highlighted
issues such as the
Institute Objectives,
the review of a
typical credit based
economy, and
constitution of the
Institute's Board of
Fellows (BOF).

”

The meeting commenced at exactly
12.03 pm with Prof Chris Onalo
welcoming and congratulating Engr.
Owoyemi Alaba for being a Fellow of
our great Institute. Prof Chris
explained that the meeting was in line
with the Institute's Council Policy to
the effect that the Registrar of the
Institute would pay a visit to
personalities that joined the institute
in recent time as Fellow. This is
essentially an opportunity to get a
brief from the Institute on its
activities.
In the Virtual meeting which
lasted for about an hour, the Registrar
of the Institute highlighted issues
such as the Institute Objectives, the
review of a typical credit based
economy, and constitution of the
Institute's Board of Fellows (BOF).
Prof. Onalo went on to
extensively talk about how the
importance of credit economy creates
more jobs and wealth than any other.
In response, Engr. Owoyemi
Alaba, FICA, considered it a privilege
to be a part of this great Institute and
was delighted to be chosen for the
Interaction Webinar. He gave a brief
breakdown of his journey of
corporate life in different
organizations, his personal
mentorship programme.
Engr. Owoyemi Alaba, FICA,
pledged to support the Institute, he
will look into Training, advert and
membership with his organisation
and excitedly announced that he
looks forward to becoming an
ambassador for the institute.
Prof. Onalo ended the virtual
meeting by appreciating him for the
time.
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OF THE MONTH

ACCESS TO CREDIT ALLIVIATES POVERTY Eunice Oghomwen Sampson,FICA

General Manager/ Head Sustainability, Dangote Cement Group

“

She went further to
inform that the
institute's vision is
in line with her
personal mission; as
she was the very key
to the Nigerian
Sustainable Banking
Principles
Development driven
by the CBN.

”

Eunice O Sampson

I

n the Virtual meeting which lasted
for about 35 minutes, the Registrar /
CEO of the Institute highlighted
issues such as the Institute objectives,
review of a typical credit based
economy, and the forthcoming
constitution of the Institute's Board of
Fellows (BOF).
Prof. Chris Onalo, the Registrar /
CEO of the Institute and Eunice
Oghomwen Sampson exchanged
pleasantries after which Prof. Chris
Onalo welcomed and congratulated her
for being a Fellow of our great Institute.
Prof. Onalo explained that the meeting
was essentially an opportunity to share
brief on the Institute activities and that
it was in line with the Institute's Council

Policy on working closely with the
Institute's fellows to the effect that the
Registrar of the Institute would be
paying visit to personalities that joined
the institute in recent time as Fellow.
Prof. Onalo went on to talk about
how the institute is pioneering a new
economy regime in Nigeria which would
spill over to Africa and the world as a
whole. A credit economy affects
everyone as it creates more jobs and
wealth than any other; he posited a
credit economy is a good and reliable
replacement for a cash economy. A
credit economy is one that recognizes
integrity and trust the professor of
credit management emphasized.
In response, Eunice Oghomwen

Sampson, FICA, said that having worked
in the banking industry for over 15
years, she understand the concept
behind a credit economy. She sees the
passion, drive and commitment in the
leadership of Professor Chris Onalo for
the institute and that it is the power of
these combinations that has made the
difference. She went further to inform
that the institute's vision is in line with
her personal mission; as she was the
very key to the Nigerian Sustainable
Banking Principles Development driven
by the CBN.
She talked extensively on how
access to credit can make a difference in
Nigeria; as access to credit is a very
powerful tool for poverty alleviation as
well as for dream actualization. She
believes that the institute's vision is
achievable in practical terms when all
the stakeholders involved are and
should be involved. The credit guru,
concluded by assuring the Institute that
she will be happy to serve the Institute
in any capacity.
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OF THE MONTH

WEBINAR COURTESY FAMILIARIZATION WITH
Ugo Esther Madubuike, FICA

General Manager, Monitoring & Regulatory Services, NPA

Ugo Esther Madubuike

T

he virtual meeting commenced at
exactly 11:15am on Wednesday,
5th August 2020 with Prof Chris
Onalo welcoming and congratulating
Ugo Esther Madubuike for being a
Fellow of our great Institute. Prof Chris,
the Institute's founding Registrar /CEO

would pay visit to personality that
joined the institute in recent time as
Fellow. This is essentially an opportunity
to share brief on the Institute activities.
In the Virtual meeting which lasted for
about 20 minutes, the Registrar / CEO
of the Institute highlighted issues such
as the Institute objectives and review of

“

The Institute is about helping businesses that
grants or takes credit in one form or the other
including consumer credit, to manage well. A
credit economy is a replacement of a cash
economy.

”

explained that the meeting was in line
with the Institute's Council Policy on
working closely with its fellows to the
effect that the Registrar of the Institute

a typical credit based economy.
Prof. Onalo also extensively talked
about how the importance of credit
economy creates more jobs and wealth

than any other. The Institute is about
helping businesses that grants or takes
credit in one form or the other including
consumer credit, to manage well. A
credit economy is a replacement of a
cash economy. A credible economy is
one that recognizes integrity and trust.
There is no doubt that the Nigerian
Ports Authority (NPA) is a strong player
in the nation's credit granting and
taking industry. Date back to year 2003
to date; it is on record that virtually all
the top level employees of NPA are
Fellows of this prestigious Institute, the
3rd largest and globally recognized credit
management Institute after the United
Kingdom and the United States of
America. Prof. Onalo recalled how NPA
hugely benefitted from the Institute
when it joined the Institute's Corporate
Membership by way of providing
trainings which helped the Authority in
its debt recovery drive-the In-house
training which lasted for three days took
place at Offa in Kwara State.
In response, Ugo Esther Madubuike,
FICA, was delighted to be a part of the
Interaction Webinar. She said, COVID-19
has given everyone the opportunity to
restrategize and since ICA has had a
relationship with Nigerian Ports
Authority (NPA) in the past, it shouldn't
be a problem now. She hoped that
Nigerian Ports Authority (NPA) become
a corporate member of the I nnstitute
again. Once the organization is a
corporate member, it's easier to sell
individual membership to the members
of staff.
Prof. Onalo ended the virtual
meeting by appreciating her for her
time. In attendance were, Dr. Edwin
Idegwu - Chief Operating Officer, Mrs
Raji Adijat - Group Coordinating
Executive Assistant, Mrs. Uzo
Adinkwuye - Head, Compliance and
Credit Analyst Officer, Mrs Yemisi
Ojewuyi - Head, Account, Finance and
Administration, and Miss Mirian
Mbanusi - Executive Personal Assistant
to the CEO.
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ICA New Members Webinar
Induction, July 28, 2020
The following personali es were inducted through
Webinar conducted on Zoom yesterday, July 28, 2020:
Fellows (FICA)

Joshua Olakanmi Oyebisi,FICA
Managing Director/CEO
Mutual Trust Microﬁnance Bank Ltd
Abuja.

Barth-Akaba Chibuzo Ifeyinwa,FICA
Senior Manager
Standard Chartered Bank, Rivers State.

Alabi Babatunde Micheal,FICA
Head, Credit Risk
Mutual Trust Microﬁnance Bank Ltd
Abuja.

Daramola Oluwatoyin Olajumoke, FICA
Senior Relationship Manager
Standard Chartered Bank, Abuja.

Falaki Akinsanmi,FICA
Divisional Head, Abuja Wuse Division
Keystone Bank, Abuja.

Adetola Gbenga S., FICA
Legal Adviser/Company Secretary
Mutual Trust Microﬁnance Bank Ltd
Abuja.

Ekene Louis Samuel,FICA
Head, Legal & Company Secretariat Dept
Titan Trust Bank Limited, Lagos.

Issa Nuhu Abdulfatai, FICA
Senior Sales Manager (Covering North East,
North West Nigeria & North Central
North Nigeria Flour Mills Plc, Kano.

Idowu Funsho, FICA
Chief Operating Ofﬁcer
Mutual Trust Microﬁnance Bank Ltd
Abuja

Obianuju N. Ekwenibe,FICA
Senior Business Development
Manager Priority Acquisition
Standard Chartered Bank
Port Harcourt.

Dr. S.O James,FICA
Senior Lecturer
Department of Banking & Finance
Faculty of Management Science
Kogi State University.

Members(MICA)

Odediran Adekunle Robert, MICA
Ag, Chief Financial Ofﬁcer (CFO)
Magnartis Finance & Investment Ltd
Lagos.

Abdulmutallab Badamasi Abdul, MICA
Area Sales Development Manager
Flour Mills of Nigeria, Kano.
Mobile: 07039497386

Ogunmodede Oluwaseun Sarah, MICA
Team Lead Credit
VFD Microﬁnance Bank, Lagos.

Amoo Hakeem Bolarinwa, MICA
Accountant
Deutsche Gesellschaft Fur Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, Nigeria
Abuja.

Associates(AICA)
Adeniran Olawale Abiodun, AICA
Branch Head Badagry , Badagry Cash Centre
Accion Micro Finance Bank, Lagos.

Ayanbisi Ayanwale Azeez,AICA
Credit Analyst
Parallex Microﬁnance Bank
Lagos.

Congratulations from the management of the Institute of Credit Administration
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Using Credit Card
Boosts Consumer Market

T

he reality is, of course, that
whilst the credit card used in
today's world follows the
logistics of Bellamy's reasoning, it is a
hugely successful development of
modern banking and retailing based on
technological advancement and the
increase in individual wealth and
spending power. The modern 'gold'
card, with its extensive personal credit
facilities for the wealthy few, would
have horrified Edward Ballamy.
Credit cards in their modern form first
developed in the United States at the
start of this century. Their
development has been so rapid that
the vocabulary of the subject matter is
confused. The histories of the different
systems will explain why. There are
three main categories of money
transmission cards in use today: credit
cards, debit cards and cheque
guarantee cards. Other cards act as
identification cards. Sometimes these
roles are combined but it is important
to realise that each function is
separate.
There are three distinct schemes
by which credit cards can offer the

customer a means obtaining credit.
Firstly, there is the monthly credit
charge card where the card holder
purchases goods and/or services by
offering payment to merchant through
the charge card.
Secondly, the option card where
there are flexible monthly repayments
subject to a minimum amount. Thirdly,
the budget card where the customer
has to make a fixed monthly payment
is subject to limit.
In spite of the increasingly growing
retailing market in Nigeria with very
attractive personal and household
products, it is sadly noted that credit
cards are yet to be introduced into the
nation's huge consumer market. With
high profile shopping outlets springing
up everywhere, time is ripped for
Nigeria to have credit card companies.
The advantages of these several card
schemes range from guaranteed credit,
convenience, case of budgeting and
the prestige which holding some cards
may offer.

“

In spite of the
increasingly growing
retailing market in
Nigeria with very
attractive personal
and household
products, it is sadly
noted that credit
cards are yet to be
introduced into the
nation's huge
consumer market.
With high profile
shopping outlets
springing up
everywhere, time is
ripped for Nigeria to
have credit card
companies.

”
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Credit Co lumn
Postgraduate School of Credit & Financial Management

PSCFM Online Learning Platform
For Professionalism in Credit Management
and Financial Analysis

ICA'S MANDATORY CREDIT MANAGEMENT
ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME
(MCMAIP)
100% Lecture Delivery Through Webinar
Conducted on Zoom.
Attend from Home or Office, Anywhere in the World;
No Travel Costs, No Physical Class Attendance.
Further to your election into the membership of this enviable Institute, we are pleased to
remind you of the Mandatory Credit Management Academic Improvement Programme
(MCMAIP) designed for all our ICA members which has been put in place to avail members
of higher level of competence in credit management for a competitive advantage in
performing “Lead Supervisory” roles in the credit industry anywhere in the world.
The programme will run for a period of 6-months on a part-time basis, delivering 100%
online through Webinar (ZOOM) once in a month (specifically on Saturday), affording you
the comfort of learning at your own convenience with access to necessary materials,
interaction with very experienced faculty members and significant reduction in fees payable.
The programme is conducted and delivered by the Postgraduate School of Credit and
Financial Management (PSCFM).
In view of this, a space has been reserved for you and an “Admission Letter” and
“Programmes Time Table”will be forwarded to your mail in three days' time in preparation
for this mandatory programme which will commence on Saturday 8th of August, 2020,
starting 10am to close 2pm.
For enquiry, please contact:
Oluwatosin Olatunde
Executive Personal Assistant to the Registrar/CEO (PSCFM)
Mobile: 09014719570
Email: secretary.pscfm@gmail.com
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Characters of a
Relevant Professional

-Prof. Chris Onalo,FICA,

“

No matter how
successful one may be
in terms of “money
making” , if there is a
weak industry contact
or lacking in
networking
participation,
consequently, a day
will come when
contact with
somebody in the
industry would be all
that is needed to
solve a problem; and
at that time money
becomes irrelevant.

”

T

he pride of a professional is
derived from exposure and
experience. Exposure because
he/she is educationally/ academically
balanced with the ability for selfexpression both in speaking and
writing. Sound grounding in education
in all honesty is a combination of
academic and professional
qualifications acquired through
painstaking commitment. There is one
thing found more intoxicating than
“MONEY”; it's “Academic and
Professional qualifications”
achievements. Qualified academically
but poor in professional standing in the
industry in which you work, makes one
less versatile and less influential.
Experience is one of the characters
that reveals/exhibits a person's

“

Qualified academically
but poor in
professional standing
in the industry in
which you work,
makes one less
versatile and less
influential.

”

relevance. If you want to be relevant, it
is important that you do not confined
yourself to a space or avoid
participation in professional
programmes organized whether for
internal or external capacity building,

keeping abreast, or networking within
one's own industry or another. No
matter how successful one may be in
terms of “money making” , if there is a
weak industry contact or lacking in
networking participation,
consequently, a day will come when
contact with somebody in the industry
would be all that is needed to solve a
problem; and at that time money
becomes irrelevant. There are several
means by which experience can be
acquired. One of such, and vey highly
rated too, is association with industry
peers or colleagues. If you mingle with
a set of people, such as a professional
body, that will be a strong plus for you
in gathering requisite experience that
will support your growth in life. There
is no human being that's not craving
for relevance even to an
unprecedented level. Unfortunately,
many have misplaced expectancy of
relevance of personality based on
exposure and experience to gentility
and humility.
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We have the
Clout and Crowd

If You Want to
Reach Your Business
Target Audience…
Advertise With US
Do you have business, financial and
consumer credit products/services?
Advertise it here; this is the right medium for it. Over ten
thousand business leaders, corporate managers and directors,
middle class entrepreneurs, shrewd professionals spread across
local and international jurisdictions subscribes to the
CreditEconomy newsletter.
We also publish every month industry wide credit management
magazine – The Credit Manager. This magazine is published in
hard copy and online. You will find the online edition on the
Institute's website… www.icanigeria.net. This is the best
medium to reach out to people who have purchasing power to
buy your product and services.

The people we know are the people who have
capacity to buy your kind of products or
services that you are selling.

Find below our advert rates:
(A) Credit Economy Newsletter
· Colour: N150, 000.00 per week
· Black & White: N95, 000.00 per week
(B) The Credit Manager (Magazine)
· Any Other Page Full Colour - N350,000.00 per slot
· Inside Front Cover - N380,000.00 per slot
· Inside Back Cover - N380,000.00 per slot
· Outside Back Cover - N380,000.00 per slot
· Black & White Full Page - N250,000.00 per slot

Banking Details:
Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Bank: Zenith Bank (Moloney Branch)
Account Number: 1012404772
Send your Advert Artwork to this e-mail:
registrar@icanigeria.net
For any enquiry, please call this number:
Adijat 08127808900, 08183569522

Memo To All
ICA Members
Dear ICA Fellow, Member, Associate
From the Secretariat of your Institute of Credit
Administration, we wish to express our profound
gratitude to you for all the support that we have
received throughout year 2019. Without such support,
it would have been practically impossible for the
institute to get through the year successfully. As an
institute, its continued existence, in other words, its
lifewire depends totally and absolutely on all its
members. That is to say, your success in life is the
institute's success. Your growth in life translates to the
institute's growth. For this reason, the institute is
committed to serving you better in the year 2020. For
your professional growth & development, the institute
will be sending to you regularly its newsletter, as well
as monthly magazine – The Credit Manager. For easy
accessibility, you will always be getting The Credit
Manager electronically. That is to say, when you go to
the Institute's website, you will find the magazine
there. We also commit to printing hardcopy of the
magazine which is circulated to all members of the
institute as well as operators and managers of the
credit industry. It's a good medium for business and
corporate advertisement.
We also have very excellent training packages in
Credit Management for all our members and operators
of the credit industry in the country. We lean on you to
make participation in all our training in the year
successful.
As a member holding qualification of the Institute,
we expect you to pay your annual subscription very
much on time. This will enable the institute to have
cash to run its business; the benefits you get for paying
your annual subscription on time are enormous–
i. We publish skills enhanced articles in our
institute's Newsletter regularly as well as the
magazine – The Credit Manager.
ii. We have also reduced the programme fee for
the Mandatory Credit Management
Academic Programme for all our members
who gained membership admission into the
institute through direct entry. So you can see,
we are poised to serve you better this year.
We need your support. Kindly remit payment of your
subscription to the Institute's Account Account Name: Institute of Credit Administration
Account Number: 1012404772
Bank Name:
Zenith Bank

Professor Chris Onalo, FICA
Registrar/CEO, ICA
08034030160

Membership Eligibility Criteria
Criteria For Individual ICA Membership

(A) Direct Entry Membership Fee:
I.

Fellow (FICA):

N150,000 (One full payment)

II.

Member(MICA):

N 67,000 (One full payment)

III.

Associate (AICA):

N 47,500 (One full payment)

(B) Member’s Annual Subscription:
Payment of annual subscription fee for all categories of membership is
as stated below. This will become due for payment with effect from the
first anniversary date of joining the institute.
I.

Fellow (FICA):

N15,000 (Starting from the next calendar month)

II. Member(MICA): N 10,000(Starting from the next calendar month)
III. Associate (AICA): N 5,000(Starting from the next calendar month)

C) One-off Induction Fee:
I.

Fellow (FICA):

N25,000.00

II.

Member(MICA):

N15,000.00

III.

Associate (AICA):

N10,000.00

ICA Corporate Membership
ICA Corporate Membership Categories:
(I) Silver: N1,500,000

(II) Gold: N2,500,0000

(III) Platinum: N3,000,0000

Benefits - Platinum:

Send your Curriculum Vitae Now!
ica@icanigeria.net, membership@icanigeria.net
creditmanager@icanigeria.net, registrar@icanigeria.net

Mobile: +234(0)8127808900, 07033814790
08034030160, 08023314598, 08059523847
Email: ica@icanigeria.net, membership@icanigeria.net
Website: www.icanigeria.net

creditmanager@icanigeria.net
events@icanigeria.net, registrar@icanigeria.net
Website: www.icanigeria.net

The following benefits will accrue to corporate members of ICA.
1. Opportunity to nominate two of its staff to attend any three of ICA's high quality
training in various areas of credit management in the course on a yearly basis at no
further cost to you.
2. Additional staff from the organization are also entitled to a rebate of N100,000 as
against the normal course fee of N150,000 per participant.
3. The company will be given 5 to 10 minutes floor to speak about its products or
services at ICA's popular and well cherished Credit Market Forum which brings
together industrialists, entrepreneurs and business owners of note to interface
with SMEs and more importantly, ICA members who are largely top notch
corporate chieftains- CEOs, EDs, etc. and high net worth Individuals (HNIs) to buy
those essential luxurious items for life.
4. A corporate member is entitled to the following additional benefits at ICA's Credit
Market Forum.
I. Discount on participation fee
II. Set up pull-up banners and back drops
III. Set up its corporate desk to be manned by 2 or 3 of its representatives.
5. Discount on corporate and products advert placements in the Institute's monthly
magazine which is widely circulated in business offices, including Chambers of
Commerce and Trade Associations.
6. Corporate members have an opportunity to nominate one of their key credit staff
for an award at the annual ICA's Credit Industry Awards. This will be well covered
in the special edition of ICA's magazine backed up by corporate advert at a rebate.
7. Whereas professional fees for ICA individual membership are as stated below, the
company could benefit from group membership discount of up to 20% against
each category of membership, subject to a minimum of 10 members at all times.
I. Fellow (FICA):
N150,000
II. Member(MICA):
N 67,000
III. Associate (AICA): N 47,500
8. Special rebate from reputable partner airlines and hotels for ICA Corporate
members across different locations in the country.
9. Holders of ICA's Platinum corporate membership shall automatically qualify for a
seat on the Council of the Institute of Credit Administration.

Credit Business Services Global Ltd.

We Deliver:
Company Credit Report
Due Diligence Report
Business Reputation Report
Business Report on Foreign Companies
Sourcing Foreign Loan
Foreign Equity Investment Arranger
Others

Making Your
Business Succeed
Is Our Business
Credit Business Services Global Ltd
213, Igbosere Street, 4th Floor, Lagos Island, P. O. Box, 2708, Apapa, Lagos.
Mobile: 08034030160, 08023314598
Email: cbscredit@cbscreditglobal.com
Website: www.cbscreditglobal.com

